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1 INTRODUCTION 
Scientific computing has become an essential tool of engineering. An important issue, 

particularly in computational fluid dynamics, is the computation time required by the 

solution method for solving the associated equation systems. Especially when high 

accuracy is required, a sub-optimized approach can easily lead to a very high 

computational effort. Depending on the application there is always a tradeoff between 

accuracy and computation time.  

The Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH performs safety 

analysis for nuclear power plants. The focus lies on the development of simulation 

codes, which are used to predict hypothetic accidents. For the simulation of multi-phase 

flow phenomena in the cooling system of a nuclear power plant, the program ATHLET 

(Analysis of Thermal-Hydraulics of Leaks and Transients) is being developed at GRS. The 

cooling system is modeled as a pipe network and discretized with the finite volume 

method resulting in sparse linear systems of equations of dimension 1,000-100,000. 

Recent experiments, using well established external sparse matrix solvers, have shown 

that in case of large models there is a lot of potential to improve ATHLET’s performance 

in terms of computation time. 

Within the scope of this thesis, the open source tool PETSc is integrated into ATHLET. 

PETSc provides many different kinds of well-established direct and iterative solvers that 

complement ATHLET’s existing solver to achieve consistently good performance. PETSc 

is widely used at the Chair of Scientific Computing (SCCS) of TUM. This thesis originates 

from a close collaboration of SCCS and GRS. 

In this thesis the basics of solving equation systems and different characteristics of 

iterative and direct solution methods are covered. Then, the boundary conditions and 

specifications for the integration process are discussed, leading to a concrete integration 

strategy by using software patterns. Since not every solver provided by PETSc is 

applicable for the equation systems generated by the model of a nuclear cooling system, 

a coarse selection of possible solvers is made. To gain a maximum of performance with 

all different types of models, all appropriate solvers are deployed in test scenarios with 

various representative properties. This benchmark covers all cases from small models 

with corresponding small sparse equation systems up to large simulation models with a 

frequently changing, highly intermeshed, fine grid. Afterwards a suitable solver is 

chosen, based on the benchmark results. Finally some recommendations about further 

speedup of ATHLET’s performance are made. A documentation for the GRS that contains 

a detailed description of important aspects concerning the implementation and source 

code changes of ATHLET can be found in the appendix. 
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2 SOLVING LINEAR EQUATION SYSTEMS 
An important field of application in numerical mathematics is the solution of linear 

equation systems, because they usually arise by discretizing models based on 

differential equations. A linear equation system is defined as      and consists of the 

following components: 

Coefficient/System matrix: 

  (    )         
    

Constant vector: 

  (  )       
  

Solution vector: 

     

[5] 

The following section covers the two main methods of solving linear equation systems. 

2.1 DIRECT SOLVER 

A direct solution method always delivers, despite rounding errors, the exact solution of a 

linear equation system by performing a constant number of operations depending on 

the matrix size. Therefore the computation time for solving equation systems of the 

same size is constant. In general, the solution is found by computing the LU 

decomposition of the system matrix  . 

A linear equation system’s solving process can be split into 3 main steps. 

First, the system matrix is analyzed and symbolically factorized. The symbolic 

factorization does all preprocessing that only depends on the matrix structure. This 

usually includes a column-wise pre-ordering of the matrix to reduce the fill-in followed 

by setting up an elimination tree needed by the next step of factorization. [6] 

Performing the LU decomposition on sparse matrices usually causes fill-in, which means 

that former zero entries become non-zero due to the Gaussian elimination process. That 

phenomenon would finally destroy the advantageous sparseness of the matrix and 

hence increase memory consumption and the costs of matrix operations.  

In order to minimize the fill-in and thus retain the sparse matrix structure as much as 

possible, an ordering of the matrix is calculated and applied before the actual symbolic 

factorization is done. [9][1] 
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As this step only depends on the matrix structure, its result can be reused until the 

element structure of the matrix changes. In this simulation context, the matrix structure 

represents the functional dependencies between system components, which are likely to 

stay the same during at least a few time steps of the simulation run.   

Step two is to calculate the numerical factorization. In this step the symbolic matrix is 

scaled with the actual numeric values and then factorized into L, the lower triangular 

with unit diagonal, and U, the upper triangular matrix. [9][1] 

The numerical factorization needs to be performed every time, when at least one matrix 

entry has changed its value. 

In the last step, the LU factorization and the right hand side vector   are used to 

calculate the final solution  . 

It is reasonable to consider all three steps separately, as for instance the system matrix 

retains its structure for many successive equation systems. Thus, a lot of computation 

time can be saved by performing only the mandatory steps and reusing all prior ones. 

The flowchart in Figure 2-1 demonstrates each step of the solving process as executed. 

 
 

Figure 2-1: Flowchart of LU-Factorization [1][6] 
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All steps have to be calculated, when no prior solution has been calculated, as well as if 

some changes have occurred to the matrix structure. If only the values have changed and 

the matrix structure is identical to the structure of the last call, the symbolic 

factorization can be reused, because it only depends on the matrix structure itself. In the 

case, the complete matrix   stays the same and only the solution with a different   

vector is needed, both, the symbolic and numeric factorization can be reused and the 

solution can be calculated efficiently by forward and backward substituting b. [9][1] 

The cost of a unmodified LU decomposition is of the magnitude 
   

 
  (  ). [10] 

2.2 ITERATIVE SOLVER 

In contrast to direct solution methods, iterative methods are all solvers that successively 

compute an approximate solution until the demanded accuracy is reached. 

There are stationary and non-stationary iterative methods. 

Stationary iterative methods can be expressed as  ( )    (   )    

The residual yields the difference of the approximated solution  ( ) to the exact solution. 

 ( )    ( )    

The characteristic property of stationary methods is that neither   nor   depends upon 

the iteration count  . 

Starting from  ( ) as the initial guess for the exact solution  , further successive 

approximations   ( ) are calculated based on the prior  (   ). 

Examples for stationary methods are Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR and SSOR. Jacobi and 

Gauss-Seidel are relatively slow in terms of convergence. SOR and SSOR use an 

extrapolation parameter ω and will converge by an order of magnitude faster than 

Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel, if ω is set optimal. 

In contrast to stationary methods, non-stationary iterative methods make use of 

information that change at every iterative step.  

From the wide range of different techniques, the focus in this thesis is on non-stationary 

methods, as they have been developed most recently and hence are more promising in 

respect to performance than stationary methods. [3] 

Especially when it comes to large equations systems, iterative methods outperform 

direct methods as their costs are of the magnitude             ( ). But as the number 

of iterations can become high, if the convergence rate is not fast enough, a 

preconditioner should be applied to maximize convergence rate and performance. [10] 
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Iterative methods are often used, when it comes to large sparse matrix systems. In that 

case, direct methods become very expensive as lots of fill-in is generated. [10] 

2.3 PRECONDITIONER 

The spectrum of an equation system has a great impact on how fast an iterative method 

converges to the real solution. A favorable spectrum leads to a high rate of convergence, 

which means good performance. Hence, iterative solvers need a so called preconditioner 

matrix, which transforms the original coefficient matrix with a possible bad spectrum to 

a new one with a better spectrum. In fact, some iterative solvers do not converge at all 

without a preconditioner. 

           

An important class of preconditioner bases on incomplete LU-Factorization. It defines a 

set S of matrix entries and considers all entries outside of S as zero. Consequently the 

factorization is an approximation to the correct factorization, because it is incomplete. 

The point of this method is that in this way, fill-in can be reduced or totally avoided and 

the sparseness can be retained. The result is a factorized form     , which is as precise 

as     approximates    . 

Usually S contains all initial non-zero elements, whereby all fill-in is suppressed. In this 

case the factorization is called ILU(0). The zero indicates that the factorization is of level 

zero, which means that no fill-in is generated. ILU(1) allows all fill-in that is cause by the 

original set S. Generally, a fill of level     is defined by the condition that it has been 

caused by at least one element of level  .     

[3] 

2.4 SPARSE MATRIX SOLVER 

In many numerical applications with underlying grids or network systems, the 

functional dependencies between the variables of a single element are restricted to a 

few variables of the surrounding interconnected elements. Those weak dependencies 

within a network lead to a sparse equation system. Formally, a matrix system can be 

described as sparse, if the order of non-zeros is not of the same order as the matrix size. 

Typically, a sparse matrix consists of order   ( ) or  (    ( )) of non-zero elements, 

while a dense matrix usually has an order  (  ) of non-zeros. 

The idea is that sparse matrix systems have enough zero elements that it pays off to 

make use of specialized algorithms, which avoid operations on zero elements. Those 

algorithms are called sparse matrix solvers and can bring a significant performance 

boost in comparison to general dense matrix solvers. Due to the fact that a sparse matrix 

solver exploits a matrix’s properties like sparseness, structure of non-zero entries, size 
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and so on, many different more or less complex algorithms exist. This specialization 

raises the problem that a certain algorithm performs very well for a certain sparse 

systems with favorable specific properties, but may break down on a different system 

with other properties. 

Thus, when storing or manipulating sparse matrices, special data formats are usually 

utilized that are able to benefit from its sparseness. Particularly when equation systems 

become very large, it is crucial only to store non-zero entries explicitly, as otherwise the 

memory consumption becomes much higher. 

For that purpose, a matrix storage format is needed, which only stores non-trivial 

entries. Besides many different kinds of matrix storage formats, the compressed row 

storage (CRS) matrix format is used preferably and compatible to the most established 

sparse matrix solver packages. This is due to its flexibility, as it does not make any 

assumptions about the exact structure of the matrix and only stores non-trivial values. 

CRS consists of an array      that stores all non-zero entries of a sparse matrix in 

sequence. In order to map those values to the respective position in the matrix, two 

additional arrays          and          are needed.          contains all column indices 

relating to the entries stored in     . For example, a matrix entry     [ ]       is 

assigned to column         [ ]   . To get the correct row,          includes the 

locations in the      array that start a row. Hence, if     [ ]      , then         [ ]  

          [   ]. By convention, the last entry of         [   ]        , where 

    is the number of stored non-zeros in the matrix  . 

  (

  
  

   
   

  
  

   
   

) 

     [                 ] 

         [                 ] 

         [         ] 

In conclusion, this approach saves a lot of memory. Instead of storing    entries, only 

space for          variables is needed. 

A very similar format is the compressed column storage (CCS) format, which works 

identical, except for using row indices and column pointers instead of column indices 

and row pointers. 

[3]
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3 ATHLET 
This section provides all important information about ATHLET’s structure and 

mathematical fundamentals. This includes the derivation and utilization of the system 

matrix and how it is solved. Then, the prevailing limitations of ATHLET’s current sparse 

matrix solver FTRIX are shown. 

The thermal-hydraulic computer code ATHLET (Analysis of Thermal-hydraulics of 

Leaks and Transients) is being developed by the Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), for the analysis of all kinds of leaks and transients in boiling 

water reactors and light water reactors. Furthermore it can also handle new reactor 

concepts using the working fluids heavy water, helium, sodium, lead or lead-bismuth 

eutectic. 

The main goal is to cover the whole spectrum of design basis and beyond design basis 

accidents, excluding core degradation, with a single program. In order to describe the 

system behavior under accidental conditions the main components of a nuclear power 

plant can be simulated. Thus, ATHLET consists of following modules: 

 Thermo-fluid dynamics (TFD) 

 Heat Transfer and Heat Conduction (HECU) 

 Neutron Kinetics (NEUKIN) 

 General Control Simulation Module (GCSM) 

 Numerical Integration Method (FEBE) 

Due to its modularity, it is possible to substitute a module by a different implementation, 

which can be for instance another numerical or physical model. [12] 

During ATHLET’s simulation process, the numerical solution of an initial value problem 

for a large system of ordinary differential equations, representing the thermo-fluidic 

network, has to be found. 

There are two main packages, which are applied for solving the mathematical-numerical 

problems of ATHLET, called FEBE and FTRIX. 
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3.1 TIME ADVANCEMENT PROCEDURE FEBE 

ATHLET’s mathematical-numerical problems are solved by the FEBE module, which 

provides three features: 

 The calculation of the basic solution of the ODE system at a basic time step by 

applying the linear-implicit Euler method. See chapter 3.1.1. 

 Utilization of multiple solutions as supporting points, to compute a local 

polynomial extrapolation, which quantifies the local discretization error and 

increases a time step’s accuracy. See chapter 3.1.2. 

 Control of time step size depending on quantified discretization error. 

3.1.1 EVALUATE A SOLUTION   

The temporal evolution of the thermo-fluid dynamic network’s global state is described 

by the solution vector. So, each physical quantity of a network’s element is represented 

by a single component of the solution vector. The size N of the solution vector depends 

on the number of solution variables per basic element and the number of basic elements 

in the network.  

 ( )  (  ( )   ( )    ( ))
 

 

In ATHLET, the physical variation of a solution variable i only depends on the physical 

state of a few adjacent elements.  

   
  

   (                              ) 

        

     ( ),       ( ) 

        

As described in chapter 2.4, this characteristic yields a sparse matrix system. 

Initial value: 

 (  )     

Differential equation: 

  

  
  (   ) 
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The local initial value problems are successively evaluated at                     

  

  
  (   )  

  [        ] 

 (  )     

The ODE system that has to be solved in ATHLET is stiff. Thus implicit solution methods 

have to be used, as explicit approaches may fail to converge. [10] 

        ∫  (    )  
    

  
 

Apply the rectangle method by using one rectangle to approximate the right side. 

        (       ) (         ) 

This yields the implicit Euler scheme 

       

  
  (         ) 

Now the right side of EQ is locally linearized by the first order Taylor expansion, which 

neglects all high order terms and yields the linear-implicit Euler scheme 

       

  
  (     )  

  (     )

  
(       )  

  (     )

  
(       ) 

The term 
  (     )

  
 is the Jacobian matrix and 

  (     )

  
 the partial derivation of  (     ) in 

respect to time. Every element of the Jacobian matrix is defined as    {   }  {
   

   
} and 

is calculated by divided differences. The Jacobian is a sparse diagonal band-matrix, with 

a band-width of up to 30 elements, independent of the matrix size. [11] 

After substituting          with    and          with    and rearranging the term, 

we get 

[
 

  
 
  (     )

  
]    (     )  

  (     )

  
   (3-1) 

 

Since    provides the increment of the solution of the physical state at the next time 

step and all other components are known, (3-1) becomes a linear equation system of the 

type      
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3.1.2 EXTRAPOLATION AND ERROR CONTROL 

Equation (3-1) evaluates the change of   within    and      . In this case, the local 

discretization error is of the order  (  ), because the approximation is linear. However, 

to achieve usable results, the time step size    has to be very small. Smaller time steps 

improve the accuracy, but also increase the influence of rounding errors and 

computational effort, since more time steps have to be computed to reach the global 

target time. In addition to that, the local discretization error is unknown and still might 

occur very large. For that reason, ATHLET uses an extrapolation algorithm, which 

applies a higher order approximation to reduce the discretization error and calculates 

an upper bound to estimate the actual error. By knowing the prevailing local error, the 

FEBE module is able to adapt the time step size according to the required accuracy 

specified by the model.  

The basic idea of the extrapolation algorithm is to calculate the Euler solution of a time 

step of the interval [       ] repeatedly by successively subdividing it into    sub-

intervals or sub-steps of the size     
   

  
;                            

Number of subdivisions:   

Number of sub-steps per subdivision   :    

Sub-step iterator: j 

 

So   different Euler solutions     
    at      are obtained. Each solution consists of a 

sequence of    sub-steps. Therefore the numerical accuracy of one solution     
    

increases with the number of used sub-steps. Now, all solutions     
         are taken as 

supporting values to extrapolate the solution    
     with step size     . 

For each subdivision the system matrix [
 

   
 
  (     )

  
] stays the same during the 

calculation of every j-th sub-step. As a consequence the LU decomposition or the 

computation of the preconditioner, respectively, can be reused as shown in Figure 2-1. 

This makes the computation time per single successive sub-step much shorter than the 

computation of one whole time step. 

The convergence is now of the order  (   );      

All extrapolated values          are calculated by a recursive formula with          and 

       as arguments, beginning with the prior computed Euler solutions     . 

[
 

   
 
  (     )

  
] (    

     
     

   
)   (    

   
    (   )   )  

  (     )

  
    (3-2) 
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The starting values are          
   . For that purpose the Aitken–Neville formula is used 

for a recursive calculation of the extrapolation. [11] 

 

   ,                 

    ,            
            

    ,     
  

 
     

                

    ,     
  

 
     

                    
 

Table 1: Extrapolation table [11] 

 

All extrapolation sub-steps are calculated recursively, so if for example the order of the 

solution has to be increased, the Euler solution for      
          needs to be calculated. 

Then, the extrapolation table will be extended by recursively calculating     ,     ,     .  

The term |             | estimates the local discretization error and is used to examine, 

whether the solution has the sufficient accuracy. 

ATHLET does this in a rather simplified manner. First,      is recursively calculated by 

evaluating the Euler solutions       and     . If |         | exceeds the tolerance,      will 

be computed. In the case that |         | is not accurate enough, the table will be 

dismissed and the procedure will be repeated with a smaller basic time step size   . 

[8][11][12] 

In terms of stability, this method is nearly as optimal as the basic linear-implicit Euler 

method. It is A-stable for     and  ( )-stable for    , with α close to 90°. [7][12] 

3.2 SPARSE MATRIX SOLVER PACKAGE FTRIX 

ATHLET’s FTRIX is a block sparse matrix package that is part of FEBE. 

The equation (3-2) includes the Jacobian matrix 
  (     )

  
, which has a structure built up  

via network data provided by the ATHLET input file. Then the FTRIX package uses 

divided differences to efficiently calculate the actual Jacobian matrix and stores it in an 

block structure matrix format.  

After the calculation of the Jacobian matrix is complete, a direct solution method, based 

on that block matrix format, is applied to finally solve the equation system obtained 

from equation (3-2). This solution method is also part of the FTRIX package. 
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3.3 LIMITATIONS 

Originally, ATHLET and its solution method were designed to analyze models, consisting 

of a weakly meshed one-dimensional network. Those small networks lead to sparse 

Jacobian matrices with only little amount of entries outside the matrix diagonal band. 

However, in some cases, small network models with few one-dimensional links between 

their nodes are not able to achieve the demanded accuracy. In order to enhance the 

model’s predictive power, two different approaches can be used. 

First, the mesh can be refined, which leads to a better one-dimensional resolution, but 

simultaneously results in a growth of the problem size. 

Second, two- or three-dimensional networks can be utilized to increase the accuracy. As 

a matter of fact, this decreases the sparseness of the Jacobian matrix as the number of 

dependencies between the solution-variables rises. 

As experience shows, ATHLET’s built-in system matrix solver FTRIX is not ideal for 

handling major network refinements. Furthermore, an option, called i2mftrix is available 

via the input data. i2mftrix generates more functional dependencies caused by an 

implicit consideration of the convective, so-called momentum flux terms of the 

momentum equation. In most cases this option causes a large drop in performance, thus 

it becomes practically unusable. Consequently this option has not been recommended in 

collaboration with the FTRIX block matrix solver. Further investigation of this issue is 

provided in chapter 5.2.2.1. 
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4 SOFTWARE INTEGRATION 
The following section deals with the assignment of integrating the open source tool 

PETSc into the simulation software ATHLET.  For that purpose, the demanded features 

provided by the new solution methods as well as a coarse preselection of solvers are 

presented. Then, the general approach of how a new solver package can be integrated is 

covered. 

4.1 REQUIREMENTS 

There are several approaches, on how a new solver can be integrated into the ATHLET 

software. The following features turned out to be crucial for the integration process: 

 Retention of the original FTRIX-Solver 

 New solvers should come as an optional feature to ATHLET, so users should be 

able to compile the basic software without having any external solver package 

installed  

 Solver selection at runtime 

 Integration of a generic solver interface, which makes it easier for developers to 

possibly add other coming solver packages 

 Few and clear changes in ATHELT’s program code are preferred 

Preserving the original FTRIX solver and keeping the external solvers as an optional 

add-on, promises good flexibility and backward compatibility. Since the original FTRIX 

solver still performs fine for many user cases, the installation of any external package 

should not be mandatory, as it may not be needed at all. 

During a simulation progress, the physical model’s state, for example a mass flow, can 

change from relatively stationary up to an oscillating, including two-phase flow. The 

latter case needs smaller time steps and is therefore much harder to compute. And since 

an adjusted solution method with certain parameters might handle very well in a certain 

steady state scenario, the algorithm’s performance can break down poorly as soon as 

two-phase flow occurs. That issue can be tackled by developing a procedure, which can 

adaptively choose the best fitting solver and its parameters at runtime. 

A neat and subtle interface makes it more convenient for other developers to perform 

further changes to ATHLET’s program code, like integrating another sparse matrix 

solution method. Moreover it reduces the effort of verification and documentation and is 

less error-prone.  
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4.2 PETSC 

PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation) is a collection of data 

structures and methods that can be applied for solving partial and ordinary differential 

equations on high-performance computers. It offers a great variety of parallel solvers for 

linear and nonlinear equation systems, which are especially useful for scientific 

computing applications. Additionally, it comes with many highly optimized and also 

parallel working operators and formats that make a clean and efficient workflow with 

vectors and matrices possible. PETSc is mainly written in C and supports any application 

programmed in C, C++, FORTRAN and Python. (see [1]) 

Based on following features, PETSc has been found ideal for extending ATHLET: 

 many modern numerical codes for the solution of linear systems are provided 

 it is easily extendable by even more solvers, available through external packages 

 applied solution methods can be changed at runtime 

 it is being used by many scientific computing applications and therefore well 

established 

 PETSc is supported and will be actively enhanced for many years 

(See features in [2]) 

4.3 SELECTING SOLVERS 

To make a preliminary selection of applicable solvers, the properties of the system 

matrix need to be considered. ATHLET’s system matrices are usually non-singular, 

meaning that a solution exists and since it is neither under determined nor over 

determined, the matrix is quadratic, which means that its size is     . The system 

matrix is symmetric in terms of its non-zero structure. However, it does not fulfill the 

condition     , because the actual values do not occur symmetrically. Since 

eigenvalues can become positive and negative, it is indefinite.  

Knowing those properties helps to make a coarse solver selection based on the following 

flowchart presented in the reference literature [3]. 
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Figure 4-1: Flowchart of iterative methods [3] 

Due to the fact, that it is hard to make precise assumptions concerning the performance 

of each solver for a specific linear equation system in advance, it is a common practice to 

evaluate it through a trial and error approach.  

In terms of iterative solvers, QMR, CGS, Bi-CGSTAB and GMRES should be appropriate 

for ATHLET’s system matrices. Bi-CGSTAB is derived by CGS and a more advanced 

method with improved stability. Preliminary tests have also shown that Bi-CGSTAB and 

GMRES achieve throughout better results than QMR and CGS. For that reason, the 

benchmark is confined to Bi-CGSTAB and GMRES. 

4.3.1 GMRES 

The Generalized Minimal Risidual (GMRES) method uses a sequence of orthogonal 

vectors and combines these by a least square solve and update. In contrast to other 

solvers the whole sequence has to be retained, which requires a lot of storage. As the 

amount of storage increases per iteration, a restarted version of GMRES is normally 

used, where all accumulated data will be dropped after a prior chosen number of n 

iterations. If n is too small, GMRES converges slowly or not at all. If n has been chosen 

too large, GMRES needs more computation time and storage than necessary. As there is 

no guide to determine the right n, this has to done via trial and error from case to case. 

GMRES is applicable to general non-symmetric matrices. [3] 
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4.3.2 BI-CGSTAB 

Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized method is a variant of the Biconjugate Gradient Method 

(BiCG), but with faster and smoother convergence. It has been developed for the 

numerical solution of non-symmetric linear systems. [3] 

4.3.3 UMFPACK 

UMFPACK (Unsymmetric MultiFrontal Package) is a direct solution method for solving 

unsymmetric sparse matrix systems by using a frontal solver approach. Frontal solvers 

are based on Gauss-elimination, but are able to exploit the sparseness of large equation 

systems. This way a large number of operations involving non-zeros can be avoided. 

UMFPACK is well established and the default method to solve sparse equation systems 

in MATLAB.  

4.4 INTEGRATION STRATEGY 

The Strategy Pattern is a software design pattern, which fulfills all mentioned 

requirements. Basically, it describes a solver interface that defines a family of basic 

methods. Those methods have to be consistently provided by all algorithms of this 

group. Each algorithm is encapsulated and made interchangeably available through that 

abstract interface. [4] 

A possible solution of the Strategy Pattern applied to ATHLET is described by the UML 

diagram in Figure 4-2. 

 
 

Figure 4-2: UML diagram of the applied strategy software design pattern to ATHLET 

 

The abstract solver interface “abstractSolver” specifies a set of methods, which are 

required to make full use of a solver’s functionality. The same method signatures have to 

be provided by all encapsulated solvers. In this case the solver needs to be able to 
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initialize, solve an equation system and finalize it. Those functionalities are identically 

made available by both classes “petsc” and “ftrix”, which accordingly implement the 

abstract solver interface. Both only differ in their class names and their actual 

implementation bodies.  

The class “Solver” does the controlling part. It provides the method setSolver() that 

needs to be called to instantiate the solver object and make it accessible to the main 

program. There are two possibilities how the right solver can be chosen. It can either be 

specified by a parameter of the model’s input file or the selection can be done by an 

internal logic that analyses the system matrix and its properties and accordingly chooses 

the best fitting solver. 

All information about the implementation of the solver interface and parameters of the 

methods can be found in the appendix. 

4.5 INSTALLATION 

PETSc’s installation script is neatly elaborated and performs well in most default user 

cases. It provides an internal download manager that is able to fetch and integrate 

external packages, like mandatory libraries or additional solver suits. The configuration 

and compilation of external packages is done automatically and makes the integration 

seamless. 

Following libraries are needed by PETSc: 

 LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage), which is a software library for numerical 

linear algebra that provides methods for solving systems of linear equations. 

 BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutine) is needed by LAPACK for efficiently 

performing basic mathematical operations like matrix vector multiplications. 

 MPI (Message Passing Interface) is employed by PETSc for parallel computations. 

[2] 

Concerning MPI, PETSc accepts most common MPI packages like Intel MPI, OpenMPI and 

MPICH. If one of them is preinstalled on the system, it will be either automatically 

identified or can be configured manually by passing the installation path to the install 

manager. If there is no preinstalled MPI, PETSc can download, configure and install 

OpenMPI or MPICH, as well as BLAS-LAPACK by itself. 

If demanded, proprietary software, like Intel MPI and MKL (math kernel library) instead 

of open source tools are compatible with PETSc. 
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5 BENCHMARK 
In this section the new solvers that are part of PETSc package are compared and tested 

against the conventional FTRIX solver. To realize a comprehensive elaboration, 

representative models that cover all essential user cases and their parameters are 

explained. Finally, a recommendation for selecting an appropriate solver with 

consideration of the application is given. 

5.1 CRITERIA 

ATHLET’s error control adapts the time step size depending on the error, which is 

measured by the extrapolation method and the demanded accuracy by the model. Since 

an iterative solver approximates the actual solution, it may not be as precise as the 

direct solution method. As a consequence, it can happen that an iterative solution 

method computes a single time step much faster than a direct method, but due to the 

fact, that ATHLET’s error control decreases the time step size to compensate the 

reduced accuracy, more time steps have to be calculated. Additionally the update 

frequency of the Jacobian increases, which is very expensive. This phenomenon can 

cause the iterative solver to perform worse than a direct solution method, although its 

performance is faster per single time step. 

That strong correlation between accuracy, time step size and number of time steps, 

make it reasonable to evaluate the simulation time for each solver. Concerning 

computation time, we distinguish between solver time and misc time, which includes 

everything except the solver. Usually that value depends on the number of computed 

time steps and the update frequency of the Jacobian matrix. 

5.2 TEST CASES 

The following section provides 3 classes of benchmark models that are computed by 

each selected solver.  

As pointed out in chapter 3.3 the option i2mftrix is of particular importance concerning 

the performance of the FTRIX solver. So, each model is evaluated once with i2mftrix=0 

and once with i2mftrix=1. If the parameter is set to i2mftrix=1, the consideration of the 

convective momentum flux terms of the momentum equation is done implicitly, which 

usually adds non-zeros outside the diagonal band of the system matrix. In that case, 

FTRIX gets really slow.   
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5.2.1 SMALL MODELS 

This class consists of less complex, one-dimensional models. Most of their matrix entries 

are close to the matrix diagonal band. 

5.2.1.1 Pipe model 

The Pipe consists of four one-dimensional pipes that are linked at their endings yielding 

a one-dimensional grid. This is an artificial model for test purposes only. i2mftrix=1 does 

not have any effects, since this model is one-dimensional. 

System matrix data 

Test case 1: Pipe 

Matrix size 8005 

Number of non-zeros 38530 

i2mftrix - 

 

 
 

Figure 5-1: Matrix structure of one-dimensional pipe network 
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Benchmark results 

 
Figure 5-2: Time plot of the pipe network 

 

Figure 5-2 shows that all solvers have similar computation time, whereby FTRIX is the 

fastest. Deviations are not very high and may be a consequence of the short test case 

simulation time. 
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5.2.1.2 DWR 

DWR is a modeled German pressurized water reactor with a medium sized leak. Since it 

underlies a simpler modeling, it is very sparse and the i2mftrix parameter is not 

applicable.  

System matrix data 

 

Test case 4: DWR 

Matrix size 800 

Number of non-zeros 4056 

i2mftrix - 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Plotted matrix structure of the DWR2e model 
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Benchmark results 

 
Figure 5-4: Time plot of the DWR model 

In test case 4, the direct solution methods are noticeably faster than the iterative 

methods, probably due to the very small matrix size.  
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5.2.2 STANDARD MODELS 

Standard models include all typical use case models with a size between 1.000 and 

10.000. 

5.2.2.1 UPTF 

UPTF (Upper Plenum Test Facility) is a full-scale simulation of the primary systems of a 

four-loop pressurized water reactor. The first model is based on the one-phase and the 

second on two-phase flow model.  

System matrix data 

 

Test case 2a: UPTF one-phase 

Matrix size 4098 

Number of non-zeros 30291 

i2mftrix 0 

 

 

 

Test case 2b: UPTF one-phase 

Matrix size 4098 

Number of non-zeros 31198 

i2mftrix 1 

 

 
Figure 5-5: Plotted matrix structure of the UPTF one-phase model 
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Benchmark results 

 
Figure 5-6: Time plot of the UPTF model with one-phase flow 

In the test case 2a, the overall computation time is about the same, except for GMRES. 

The pure solving time goes from 8s (UMFPACK) to 53s (GMRES). 

 
Figure 5-7: Time plot of the UPTF model with one-phase flow 

When i2mftrix is turned on, the time needed by FTRIX drops from 22s to 661s. 

UMFPACK, GMRES and Bi-CGSTAB are as fast as prior. 
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System matrix data 

 

Test case 3a: UPTF two-phase 

Matrix size 3486 

Number of non-zeros 20114 

i2mftrix 0 

 

 

 

Test case 3b: UPTF two-phase 

Matrix size 3486 

Number of non-zeros 20742 

i2mftrix 1 

 

 
Figure 5-8: Plotted matrix structure of the UPTF two-phase model 
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Benchmark results 

 
Figure 5-9: Time plot of the UPTF model with two-phase flow 

Figure 5-9 shows the results for test case 3a. The iterative solvers are about 20% faster 

than the direct solution methods. That makes a difference of 6% regarding the overall 

simulation time. 

 
Figure 5-10: Time plot of the UPTF model with two-phase flow 

The evaluation of test case 3b shows principally a similar behavior like observed in test 

case 2a/b. FTRIX increased its solving time by a factor of 62, while the other solvers only 

doubled their time.  
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5.2.3 LARGE MODELS 

This section includes two three-dimensional models, whose size goes beyond ATHLET’s 

original design basis.   

5.2.3.1 Cube 

The artificial model Cube is underlying a pipe network, forming a three-dimensional 

grid, which generates many links between neighboring nodes. 

 
 

Figure 5-11: Visualization of a mass flow in the Cube model 

 

System matrix data 

 

Test case 6a: Cube 

Matrix size 6229 

Number of non-zeros 30974 

i2mftrix 0 

 

 

 

Test case 6b: Cube 

Matrix size 6229 

Number of non-zeros 32178 

i2mftrix 1 

 

 
Figure 5-12: Plotted matrix structure of the Cube model 
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Benchmark results 

 

Figure 5-13: Time plot of the Cube model 

In test case 6a, FTRIX is noticeably slower than all PETSc solvers, even with i2mftrix 

turned off.  

 

 
Figure 5-14: Time plot of the Cube model 

Here, FTRIX does very poorly in comparison to the PETSc solution methods that are all 

in the same range of performance. 
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5.2.3.2 Kalinin 

Kalinin is a detailed modeling of a new reactor pressure vessel (RPV) model of a VVER-

1000 (Water-Water Power Reactor) for ATHLET. The RPV is modeled in a pseudo three-

dimensional way with a very fine nodalization in order to improve the accuracy. 

Consequently, the generated equation system is by far the largest of all test cases. 

 
 

Figure 5-15: Kalinin reactor pressure vessel [13] 

 

 

Test case 5a 

Matrix size 102575 

Number of non-zeros 428771 

i2mftrix 0 

 

 

 

Test case 5b 

Matrix size 102575 

Number of non-zeros 448937 

i2mftrix 1 

 

 
Figure 5-16: Plotted matrix structure of the Kalinin model 
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Benchmark results 

 
Figure 5-17: Time plot of the Kalinin model 

An observation of the test results of the Kalinin model reveals that even with i2mftrix 

turned off, UMFPACK and Bi-CGSTAB are much faster than FTRIX. It should be noticed 

that the scale is logarithmic. GMRES converged very slowly and often discontinued the 

calculation, since its cap of permitted iterations has been exceeded. 

 
Figure 5-18: Time plot of the Kalinin model 

Test case 5b shows an even greater discrepancy between FTRIX and UMFPACK. FTRIX 

took about 90 days for the transient calculation, while UMFPACK delivered the results 

after 3 hours, which makes the differences of feasible and not feasible. Bi-CGSTAB often 
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diverged due to algorithmic problems with that specific equation system. Eventually the 

error got so high that ATHLET aborted the simulation. 

5.3 VERIFICATION 

During the solving progress, various errors occur due to rounding and approximation. 

Since these errors depend on the applied solution method, it may have different effects 

on the results. Therefore it may happen that one solution method’s result is within the 

user prescribed error bound and the other solution method is not. In that case, the error 

control monitor adapts the time step size according to the provided accuracy by the 

applied solution method. In order to make sure, that this phenomenon does not lead to 

different behavior of the model, the simulation results are compared to those calculated 

by FTRIX. 

In all cases, UMFPACK had the same results as the original FTRIX solver. 

The iterative solvers showed slightly different result, which is caused by approximation 

and sometimes divergence. It is hard to predict, which iterative solver will converge on 

which model and how strong the occurring error will be. 

5.4 RESULTS 

Reviewing the benchmark data, it is obvious that there is no perfect solver for all test 

cases. Each solver has its strengths and weaknesses at certain models, which is very 

hard to predict. 

It is noticeable that the overall computation time excluding the solver time is not 

identical within a test case. This is due to the adaptive time step control. Since the 

solution methods work with different accuracy, the error control monitor adapts the 

time step size respectively. Hence, smaller time steps and more Jacobian updates need to 

be calculated. Consequently, the computation time, except the solver time, is affected by 

the number of time steps and is not the same for all solvers. 

Predominantly, the iterative solution methods did not complete much faster than 

UMFPACK. Besides, GMRES and Bi-CGSTAB raise some extra challenges as they are 

really fast sometimes and sometimes not. 

One reason is that they are not guaranteed to converge. Figure 5-19 shows the number 

of iterations, done by GMRES, until convergence was achieved in the Cube model test 

case 6b. The number of iterations stayed in a range of 8 to 16, which is quite good and a 

reason that GMRES showed the best results in that test case.  
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However, in the test case 5b (Kalinin-3), UMFPACK was much faster than GMRES, even 

though the Kalinin-3 model is very large, which should by favorable for the iterative 

solver. This is because of its irregular behavior in convergence and an unsteady 

progression of the iteration number per time step. Figure 5-20 illustrates that 

convergence is initially achieved quite fast, but then gradually requires more and more 

iterations per equation system. If the solver exceeds 10.000 iterations, the computation 

is discontinued and the best approximation is used as solution. So, not only the high 

number of iterations per time step slows down the simulation process, furthermore 

ATHLET’s error control detects the loss of accuracy and additionally reduces the time 

step size, which makes the performance even worse.   

 
 

Figure 5-19: Number of iterations per equation system until GMRES converged. 

(Test case 6b: Cube) 
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Figure 5-20: Number of iterations per equation system until GMRES converged. 

(Test case 5b: Kalinin-3) 

 

If an iterative solver is applied, it is strongly recommended to compare the performance 

and the results with a direct solution method. It is advantageous, if the user has some 

basic knowledge regarding iterative solvers. So, he is able to react correctly, when it 

comes to divergence. Generally, direct solution methods are likely to perform better 

than iterative ones, when it comes to small sparse matrix systems with a size of less than 

10.000, which applies to most models used in ATHLET. All in all GMRES and Bi-CGSTAB 

should only be considered for very large models, where the respective solver is known 

to perform well by prior testing. 

Considering that, the direct solution method UMFPACK has some advantages. First, with 

exception of rounding errors, it delivers the exact and therefore the same solution as 

FTRIX. This is practical, when considering the fact that simulation results are 

independent of the used solver. Furthermore, UMFPACK showed quite good results in 

respect to computation time without any severe breakdowns. 

All in all, UMFPACK is as accurate as FTRIX and doesn’t suffer from performance issues, 

when it comes to certain models, where FTRIX breaks down. 

ATHLET is not very time critical and the main goal of this thesis is the development and 

elaboration of an approach that mitigates FTRIX’s long computation time in some cases. 

Hence, it is reasonable to use FTRIX per default solution method and only if problems 

concerning simulation time are experienced, a manual switch over to UMFPACK is 

recommended.
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6 CONCLUSION 
The test results of the benchmark suggest that the PETSC framework provides some 

very useful alternatives to ATHLET’s FTRIX solver. For small till medium sized models 

without the implicit consideration of the momentum flux terms (i2mftrix=0), FTRIX does 

very well and does not need to be replaced. If the simulation models are very large or 

i2mftrix=1, PETSc’s solvers reach the goal to avoid those bad performance breakdowns. 

Providing those alternative solvers to provide a workaround for that issue was the main 

goal of this thesis and has been accomplished successfully.  

Regarding future work, the implementation of a unit that chooses the appropriate solver 

based on size of the model at runtime, could be beneficial. For that purpose the existing 

“Solver” module, presented in chapter 4.4 can be easily extended. Furthermore the 

decision, which solver should be chosen can be done by performing a small prior 

benchmark consisting of a few time steps from the underlying model. Afterwards the 

solver with the best convergence behavior should be applied for the actual calculation. 
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